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1 Summary

When determining Delta outflow needs, California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) views the sources of those outflows to be very important. Using the CDFG San Joaquin River Salmon Model V.1.6, San Joaquin River (SJR) flows at Vernalis were analyzed to evaluate flow magnitude and duration scenarios to predict resulting SJR smolt outmigrant populations. Empirical information generated from SJR basin studies was used in the model and the identified results strongly indicate that improving SJR stream flow in the spring time period is necessary to accomplish the State and Federal salmon doubling goal by doubling the juvenile (smolt) abundance at Chipps Island.

2 Salmon Life History

In order to understand the importance that source flows have on influencing juvenile abundance at Chipps Island, it is important to understand the life history stages (Table 1) of Chinook salmon that are most prevalent within the Delta, their associated timeframes (Table 2), and factors that may effect them. Generally speaking, the stages that are most likely to occur within the Delta involve migration (both adult and juvenile) and rearing.

Table 1: Life History Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Life History Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult Ocean</td>
<td>Period when young of year, yearling or sub-adult salmon emerge from freshwater systems to grow and mature to full adult size before returning to spawn. May last for 1 – 5 years but more typically lasts 3 – 4 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Migration</td>
<td>Fully grown adults return to their natal stream (more often and more consistently under natural conditions or appropriate seasonal flows) from the ocean environment to spawn and complete their life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spawning</td>
<td>Adult females develop redds by excavating gravel before depositing eggs and burying them after males have fertilized them, effectively completing their lives. Most salmon spawn very near their arrival time but in the case of spring-run Chinook, they will typically hold in coldwater pools for an extended period of time before initiating spawning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubation/Egg Development</td>
<td>Period when deposited, fertilized and buried eggs develop and grow until alevin and fry emerge and seek refuge as juveniles. Typically lasts 40-90 days from fertilization to emergence with water temperature driving egg development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rearing</td>
<td>Young salmon begin to move into areas where they can feed and grow while avoiding predation. They may move to different areas within the system before following a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Life History Stage | Description
------------------|--------------------------------------------------------
migration cue to move out of the system. This may last from several weeks to more than a year depending upon the race and environmental conditions.
Juvenile Outmigration | Period when juvenile salmon undergo physiological changes to prepare for the transition from fresh to saltwater (smoltification) as they begin to move out of the system into adulthood.

2.1 Adult Migration

Adult salmon begin upstream migration to return to their natal spawning areas typically three years after emerging as juveniles. This represents the final stage in their life history as adults typically die once spawning is complete. Successful adult migration depends on environmental conditions that cue the response to return to natal streams. Optimal conditions help maintain egg viability and fecundity rates.

Typical fall-run Chinook salmon migrate from October through early January, and late fall-run migrate from October through April (Table 2). However, spring-run Chinook salmon migrate upstream from March through September (Yoshiyama et al. 1998, cited in Moyle 2002), and hold in deep pools until they are ready to spawn in late-summer/early-fall and are subject to warmer summer and early fall temperatures.

Adult steelhead in the Central Valley migrate upstream beginning in June, peaking in September, and continuing through February or March (Hallock et al. 1961, Bailey 1954, McEwan and Jackson 1996, cited in SJRRP FMWG 2009). Spawning occurs primarily from January through March, but may begin as early as December and may extend through April (Hallock et al. 1961, as cited in McEwan and Jackson 1996).

Table 2: Upstream Migration Periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall-run Chinook</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Fall-run Chinook</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steelhead</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Water temperature is critical to successful migration. Although salmonid spawning migration may occur throughout the year for all three races of Chinook salmon and steelhead as the table above indicates, high water temperature is likely to delay migration and/or impose highly stressful conditions during summer and early fall migration, holding periods, and spawn. Stocks that are subject to longer migration
distances to inland spawning grounds during the summer and early fall could be more vulnerable. Furthermore, increased water temperature is reported to create migrational blockages for several species of salmonids when water temperatures exceed 69.8°F (21°C) (Beschta et al. 1987, Major and Mighell 1967, cited in ODEQ 1995, cited in USEPA issue paper 1, 2001). The AFRP restoration plan (USFWS 2001) recommends that actions be implemented to minimize exposure and maintain suitable water temperatures for all life stages of Chinook salmon in the San Joaquin River. Targeted water temperatures are 56°F between October 15 and February 15 and 65°F between April 1 and May 31.

According to McCullough (1999) cited in US EPA issue paper 4 (2001), adult migration may be prevented when dissolved oxygen (DO), which bears a strong relationship to temperature, falls below acceptable levels. In Oregon’s Willamette River, a combination of an average daily minimum DO of 3.3 mg/L and an average daily maximum water temperature of 72.3°F (22.4°C) resulted in cessation of upstream migration of spring Chinook past Willamette Falls (Alabaster 1988, cited in US EPA issue paper 4 2001). Data from Hallock et al. (1970), collected in the San Joaquin River Delta, showed that the average minimum DO at which Chinook migrate while avoiding temperatures greater than 66°F (18.9°C) was about 4.2 mg/L. Even a temporary delay in migration may result in higher susceptibility to increased temperatures and reduced gamete viability, therefore reducing spawning success. The Stockton Deep Water Ship Channel (SDWSC) presents a dissolved oxygen barrier due to altered flow characteristics in the deepened ship channel favoring reduced oxygen. Hallock et al. (1970) showed that radio-tagged adult fall-run Chinook salmon delayed their migration at Stockton whenever DO concentrations were less than 5 mg/L and(or) water temperatures exceeded about 65°F (18.3°C), typically in October.

In addition, flows are critical in allowing salmonids to move past physical barriers during adult migration. Reduced flows present both biological and physiological limitations including but not limited to the movement across structures, movement within the water column, and entrainment.

Entrainment more frequently refers to passage challenges endured by juvenile fish. However, NMFS (2008) defines entrainment as the unintended diversion of fish into an unsafe passage route. Adults, following olfactory geochemical cues, may become entrained at State Water Project (SWP) and Central Valley Project (CVP) facilities as export and recirculation flows exceed flows coming from the San Joaquin River and its tributaries; in turn, limiting the ability for salmonids to respond to cues from their natal streams. When exports are high relative to San Joaquin River flows, it is likely that little if any San Joaquin River water reaches the San Francisco Bay where it may be needed to help guide adult salmon back to their natal stream. Practices such as increasing Delta export rates in the fall at the SWP and CVP facilities have been shown to increase adult straying. One occurrence of this was in 1996 when export rates were increased to near maximum rates (about 9,600 cfs) to “make-up” for reduced pumping rates during the spring period.
An analysis by Mesick (2001) of recovered adult salmon with coded-wire-tags (CWT) suggests straying occurs when the ratio of exports to flows is high. The analysis by Mesick indicates that during mid October from 1987 through 1989 when export rates exceeded 400 percent of Vernalis flows, straying rates ranged from 11 – 17 percent. In contrast, straying rates were estimated to be less than 3 percent when Delta export rates were less than 300 percent of San Joaquin River flows at Vernalis during mid-October. Migration rates of adult salmon are substantially higher when Vernalis flows exceed about 3,000 cfs and total exports are less than 100 percent of Vernalis flows. Additionally, various sloughs and canals feeding into the San Joaquin River and its tributaries can have greater agricultural drainage flows than mainstem flows creating a stronger attraction to false migration pathways.

2.2 Rearing

Upon emergence from spawning beds, juvenile salmonid fry begin foraging for food and seek cover in areas of reduced flow or are displaced downstream due to reduced swimming ability (Healy 1991). It has been suggested that peak downstream migration periods may be tied to the period of reduced swimming ability (Thomas et al. 1969). Once started downstream, juveniles may continue to the river estuary, or may stop migrating and rear in the mainstem for a period of time ranging from a few weeks to a year or more (Healy 1991). Kjelson et al. (1981) observed that peak catches of Chinook fry in the Sacramento-San Joaquin delta often followed flow increases and speculated that flow surges influence the numbers of fry that migrate from the upper river spawning grounds to the delta. Healey (2001) also observed that downstream juvenile movement correlates to river flow. Juvenile fall-run Chinook salmon out-migration monitoring in the SJR tributaries also indicates that fry movement is stimulated by elevated flows in the February and March time frame.

The large downstream movement of Chinook fry shortly after emergence is typical of most populations. Following emergence, salmonid fry smaller than 2 inches (50 mm) occupy low-velocity, shallow areas near stream margins, including backwater eddies and areas associated with submerged vegetation and bank cover such as large woody debris or large substrate, though larger juveniles may also rear on seasonally inundated floodplains. As fry grow, they move into deeper and faster water further from banks.

Fall-run Chinook salmon typically rear in freshwater for one to three months before outmigrating and typically disperse downstream from early January through mid-March, whereas smolts primarily migrate between late March and mid-June in the Central Valley (Brandes and McLain 2001) though some rear in the river through the summer and outmigrate the following fall. Late fall-run Chinook salmon juveniles typically rear in the stream through the summer before beginning their emigration in the fall or winter (Fisher 1994).

The length of time spent rearing in freshwater varies greatly among juvenile spring-run Chinook salmon. Spring-run Chinook salmon may disperse downstream as fry soon after emergence, early in their first summer, in the fall as flows increase, or as yearlings after over-wintering in freshwater (Healey 1991). In addition to rearing on inundated
floodplains during winter, juvenile spring-run Chinook salmon may also remain in the
eriver over summer, taking advantage of instream pools and runs in the mainstem
channel.

Considering the historical extent of floodplain inundation in the San Joaquin system,
and the expanse of Tule marsh along the San Joaquin River prior to land development,
it is possible that juvenile Chinook salmon, and possibly steelhead, reared on inundated
defloodplains in the San Joaquin River and its tributaries in the lower reaches. These
downstream reaches were inundated for a good portion of the year during normal and
wetter years and benefited from increased ground water augmentation (which no longer
exists) providing suitable water temperatures for juvenile rearing from January to at
least June or July of most years. As snowmelt runoff declined, and ambient
temperatures increased, water temperatures in slow-moving sloughs and off channel
areas probably increased rapidly.

Juvenile salmonids rear on seasonally inundated floodplains when available. Sommer
et al. (2001) found higher growth and survival rates of Chinook salmon juveniles reared
on the Yolo Bypass compared with those in the mainstem Sacramento River. Moyle
(2000) observed similar results on the Cosumnes River floodplain. Drifting
invertebrates, the primary prey of juvenile salmonids, were more abundant on the
inundated Yolo Bypass floodplain than in the adjacent Sacramento River (Sommer et al.
2001).

The benefit of flood events to an aquatic system is highly variable, transient, dynamic,
and influenced by hydraulic loading of the river, as well as by the magnitude, duration,
timing, and the geomorphic and biological conditions on the floodplain. These variables
in the right combination exhibit temporary optimal conditions for salmonid rearing.
These conditions may only exhibit themselves for a particular species at specific times
of the year and under particular flood conditions or over particular types of terrain. A
particular terrain that may be optimal during flooding in the upper reaches of the river
may be found to be detrimental to salmonid wellbeing in lower reaches.

The benefits of floodplains on juvenile rearing habitat for salmon are significant. The
high productivity of floodplains is largely attributed to a nutrient rich environment. These
nutrients are derived both from the river and from the floodplain. A flooding river in
response to a rain event carries increased suspended sediment and nutrients from
associated runoff and increased turbulence and velocity. Suspended nutrients are
deposited as the river loses velocity over the floodplain. The floodplain contributes
nutrients to the system by releasing dried and mineralized nutrients from previously
receded floodwaters (Bailey 1995). Inundated grasses, plants and other organic
material including leaf litter and woody debris also contribute to the nutrient load. These
organic substances have been shown to decompose quickly during flooding (Junk et al.
1989). The decomposition rate is largely governed by the existing water temperatures.

As a result of the increased nutrients and higher temperatures in the floodplain, a rich
invertebrate productivity occurs that is a beneficial food source for young fish.
Invertebrate productivity can be so high on the floodplain, that it has been shown to provide an over abundance of prey for young fish. Increased growth rates of juvenile salmon have been observed on floodplains (Stillwater Sciences 2003). Attainment of adequate size is critical for the survival of juvenile salmon. Floodplain rearing habitat allows juveniles to grow faster and larger, which in turn helps with out migration, predator avoidance and ultimately higher survival rates (Stillwater Sciences 2003). The floodplain also creates an important refuge for fish and prey from higher flows found in the main river channel (Stillwater Sciences 2003). The velocity of the river slows as the surface area of flow increases.

In addition to providing habitat for juvenile salmon, the floodplains of the SJR also provide spawning and rearing habitat for other freshwater native species, including Sacramento pike minnow, hardhead, and hitch. On the Cosumnes River in Central California, Moyle (et al. 2007) found 32 species along the river system over a seven year period. Of these 32 species, 25 were found during the winter-spring flooding season within the floodplain and 18 of the species were found on a regular basis. Sacramento splittail was found to be an obligate floodplain spawner, and Sacramento blackfish, common carp and goldfish generally spawn on submerged vegetation, but do not seem to require flooded terrain.

There are several factors that may lower the value of floodplains for salmon such as water quality including temperature, and depth as well as timing, duration, and magnitude of inundation. Shallow floodplains may experience greater swings in temperature. The temperature swings can be beneficial when the temperatures are near optimal levels for salmonids and thus accelerate growth rates, or they can be prohibitive when temperatures reach lethal levels. Water temperatures reaching lethal levels within the floodplain may lower DO and increase stress levels, possibly increasing susceptibility to disease. Depth can also influence the susceptibility of juvenile Chinook to predators. Shallow floodplains may expose fish to more avian predators. Gawlik (2002) found that juvenile salmonids tend to be located in waters deeper than 30 cm. Inundation depths greater than 30 cm may reduce the risk of mortality by avian predation.

The most successful native fish in terms of abundance are those that utilize the floodplain for rearing, but leave before the river disconnects from the floodplain (Moyle et al. 2007). Receding flood waters may pose a risk of stranding; however, Moyle (et al. 2007) found that native fish on the Cosumnes River, in particular Chinook salmon, showed fewer instances of stranding by receding waters as compared to non-native species. Adult spawners left when inflow decreased; their juveniles persisted as long as flood pulses kept water levels up and temperatures low (Moyle et al. 2007).

McCullough (1999) notes that the higher thermal preferences of juvenile salmonids may attract this age group to warmer downstream waters; improving growth opportunities early in the season. Bioenergetic modeling suggests that increased prey availability on the Yolo Bypass floodplain was sufficient to offset increased metabolic demands from higher water temperatures (9ºF higher than mainstem). However, as seasonal water
temperatures increase and the availability of preferred thermal conditions cease, this age group is least capable of reactive behavioral thermoregulation because of limited swimming capacity. Therefore, juvenile fish may be physically incapable of migrating to cooler upstream reaches to escape unfavorably high stream temperatures. Water temperatures within the floodplain tend to be more variable and more responsive to ambient temperatures than in the river channel because they are typically shallower and have slower velocities. Emergence occurs in late fall and winter months for spring and fall-run Chinook while ambient temperatures are low thus providing more usable floodplain habitat. Optimal floodplain habitat would decline as summer temperatures increase; leaving only the uppermost reaches of the rivers suitable for salmonids.

2.3 Outmigration

Outmigration success by juvenile salmonids may be influenced by rearing habitat as already discussed, but is also greatly influenced by water diversions and conditions related to flow.

Juveniles are essentially committed to outmigration when they begin to undergo smoltification in preparation for the oceanic environment. Smoltification is the physiological process that increases salinity tolerance and preference, endocrine activity, and gill Na+-K+ ATPase activity. It usually begins when the juveniles reach between three to four inches (76 to 102 millimeters) fork length (FL); however, some fish delay smoltification until they are about 12 months old (yearlings) when they reach four to nine inches (102 to 229 millimeters) FL (SJRRP 2009, Appendix A). Environmental factors, such as streamflow, water temperature, photoperiod, lunar phase, and pollution, can affect the onset of smoltification (Rich and Loudermilk 1991).

The timing of peak downstream migration varies substantially from year to year in most river systems. In addition to annual variation in the peak of the run, there is a large day-to-day difference in abundance of downstream migrants.

The rate of downstream migration of Chinook juveniles appears to be dependant on several factors including time, size, location of the juvenile in the stream and discharge. In 1975, a year of low and consistent flow, the rate of downstream migration was negatively correlated with discharge. However, in 1976, a year of higher and more variable flow, the rate of migration was positively correlated with discharge. The negative correlation in 1975 reflected a decrease in rearing habitat as floodplains were probably not inundated as discharge dropped. Conversely, the positive correlation in 1976 illustrated a direct effect of discharge on the migration rate at higher discharge.

Mortality at diversions has been well-documented both from entrainment into false passageways or mechanical losses. Unscreened diversions often result in direct mortality or stranding in canals and related irrigation facilities (CH2MHILL 2007). Direct entrainment losses at the SWP and CVP facilities have been identified as a cause of juvenile salmon mortality in the Delta (Brandis and McLain 2001). Kjelson (1981) reported that records of salmon observed in salvage and respective spring export rates between 1959 - 1967 and 1968 - 1979 indicated that as exports increased more
downstream migrating salmon are observed in the salvage. Healy (1991) states that in large rivers, juvenile Chinook migrate near the edges of the river rather than in the center where they can be swept away by high velocities. Without directly observing losses at pumping facilities, survival reduction diminishes with increased distance from the influence of pumps. Furthermore, smolt survival is reduced during the later outmigration phase due to reduced flows accompanied by higher water temperatures that are further exacerbated by continued export rates. Studies indicate that export reduction periods greater than 7-days may be necessary to allow for smolt emigration (Kjelson et al. 1989).

Data from 1957-1973 (Kjelson et al. 1981) and ongoing studies in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (Kjelson et al. 1989) indicate that returning Chinook adults are influenced by flows 2.5 years earlier during juvenile rearing and emigration phases. Influences include reduced flows and high export rates with both factors altering flow regimes and influencing survival for outmigrating salmon. Updating the data from Kjelson et al. 1981 to escapement year 2000, Marston and Mesick (2006) found that spring flow vs. adult returns 2.5 years later still has a strong correlation.

Kjelson et al. (1981) indicate that additional inflows of freshwater at the appropriate time during the winter and spring will increase the numbers of fry and juvenile salmon utilizing the estuary and the survival of juveniles in the estuary. Flow related concerns for salmon in the estuary stem from water development activities in the Central Valley that have altered the distribution of flow resulting in impacts on juvenile and adult salmon migrations, as well as the lack of comprehensive flow standards on the tributaries and main stem river reaches that are protective of salmon. Kjelson et al. (1981) further explain that water development projects have caused major changes in the flow patterns within the estuary and the amount of flow entering the ocean from upstream sources. The San Joaquin River system has been particularly altered as most of the upstream inflow to the basin has been captured and utilized in regions upstream of the Delta. Typical export rates substantially exceed San Joaquin River flow rates; hence it is numerically possible that most of the San Joaquin River is diverted before reaching the ocean. However, San Joaquin River flows split at the Head of Old River approximately at a 1:1 ratio so it is unknown if all water from the San Joaquin River is diverted out of the Delta or simply appears to do so. The conclusion is that the distribution and flow of water through the Delta waterways are heavily influenced by the design and operation of the state and federal water projects.

In general, higher flows resulted in greater numbers of adults returning to spawn. Kjelson et al. (1981) also implicates the potential adverse effects of the pumps in the reduced survival of fish emigrating through the Delta, indicating that as export rates are increased, more downstream migrating salmon are drawn to the fish screens. Kjelson et al. (1981) estimates that the number of fish observed at the fish screens is probably only 5 percent of the total downstream migration in the system, but that a "much larger fraction probably is drawn out of their normal migration path" by the effects of the pumps on water flow in the Delta's channels. Kjelson et al. (1981) states that the "alteration in flow distribution caused by drafting increased volumes of water across the Delta to the
pumps apparently increases the mortality of salmon that do not ever reach the fish screens." In support of this statement, Kjelson et al. (1981) points out those mark-recapture studies in which fish that migrate downstream in waterways that are far removed from the effects of the pumps had higher relative survival rates than those released in waterways under the influence of the pumps.

Kjelson et al. (1982), found that Chinook salmon smolt survival decreased as flow rates decreased and water temperatures increased, particularly in the later portions of the outmigration period. Furthermore, they restated their belief that the influence of the state and federal exports negatively impacted the survival of emigrating smolts through the Delta.

In a study assessing the influence of San Joaquin River inflows, state and federal exports and migration routes, Kjelson et al. (1989) released experimental fish (coded wire tagged hatchery Chinook salmon) during the spring of 1989 at Dos Reis on the San Joaquin River below the head of Old River, and in the Old River channel downstream of the head under conditions with low San Joaquin River flow ($\approx 2,000$ cfs) and high/low export conditions (10,000 cfs and 1,800 cfs). The results of the study were unexpected as the rate of survival was not greater for the low export conditions compared to the higher export conditions. Upon further examination of the data, Kjelson et al. found that survival was comparatively lower for all upstream release groups that year compared to other studies conducted in previous years. In addition, Kjelson et al. surmised that the short period of reduced exports (7 days) was not long enough to allow fish to exit the system and move beyond the influence of the exports when higher pumping resumed. Based on the times to recovery at Chipps Island, it was concluded that a sizeable proportion of the released fish were still in the Delta when the higher export levels resumed. This conclusion is further reinforced by the salvage of fish released at Jersey Point, indicating that fish were drawn upstream into the interior of the Delta and towards the pumps. The study, although having several significant flaws, did conclude that survival was higher in the main stem San Joaquin River compared to Old River and that survival in the Delta interior was lower compared to the western Delta (i.e., Jersey Point releases). The authors cautioned about drawing conclusions about export rates and survival from the data due to its obvious flaws.

A paper by Kjelson and Brandes (1989) reports on the results of ongoing mark-recapture studies conducted in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and the effects of river flows, percent diversion of Sacramento River water through the Delta Cross Channel, and river temperatures. The findings of this paper also conclude that elevated flows, as measured at Rio Vista on the Sacramento River, increase survival of Chinook salmon smolts from the Sacramento River basin through the Delta as measured by both ocean recoveries of adults and recaptures of tagged smolts at Chipps Island in the midwater trawls. Similarly, adult escapement in the San Joaquin River basin also increases with spring time flows at Vernalis 2.5 years earlier. Increasing water temperature was also shown to decrease smolt survival through the Delta during the critical April through June outmigration period of fall-run Chinook salmon.
In a more recent report, Mesick et al. (2007) assessed the limiting factors affecting populations of fall-run Chinook salmon and steelhead in the Tuolumne River. The paper describes potential limiting factors which may affect the abundance of fall-run Chinook salmon and both resident and anadromous (steelhead) forms of rainbow trout in the Tuolumne River. This information was then synthesized into conceptual models to help guide management decisions in regards to these two salmonid species. In general, Mesick et al. found that river flows were the limiting factor with the greatest influence on the salmonid populations in the Tuolumne River. As found in previous studies, there is a strong relationship between adult escapement and spring river flows during the juvenile/smolt outmigration stage. Flows measured over the period between March 1 and June 15 explains over 90 percent of the variation in the escapement data. However, Mesick et al. identified two critical flow periods for salmon smolts on the Tuolumne River: winter flows which affect fry survival to smolt stage, and spring flows which affect the survival of smolts migrating from the river through the delta. Based on results from ongoing Vernalis Adaptive Management Plan (VAMP) studies, Mesick et al. also noted that increased flows at Vernalis also increased survival of smolts emigrating through the Delta. Water temperature in the river was also identified as a potential limiting actor for salmonid survival within the emigration time period. Flows have a substantial role in maintaining suitable water temperatures within the river system, with higher flows prolonging and extending the cool water migratory corridor downstream than low flow conditions. Mesick et al. found that for Tuolumne River fall-run Chinook salmon escapement data, that exports had little effect on adult production compared to winter and spring flows.

3 Flows Needed to Protect Salmon Passage Through the Delta

The purpose of this section is to identify the objectives and methods used to develop flows through the Delta needed to adequately protect fall-run Chinook salmon in the SJR basin, and to help understand the relationship that SJR basin flow has with smolt abundance. Because steelhead, and to a lesser degree spring-run, are rare in the SJR basin, it is assumed that improved stream flow conditions for fall-run Chinook salmon will benefit to some degree steelhead rainbow trout. Since smolt production is critical to both species, spring time flow levels are primarily emphasized (e.g. for enhanced smolt outmigration survival). However, the in-river mechanisms for producing fall-run Chinook salmon and steelhead smolts, aside from elevated spring flows, are not the same.

Fall-run smolt production is dependent upon floodplain encroachment in the late-winter and spring time periods; whereas, steelhead need high quality (cool water temperature) over summer rearing habitat (Mesick et.al. 2007). So, while the primary management action for salmon and steelhead is to provide sufficient spring flow levels (CDFG et.al. 2008), the secondary management action for salmon is elevated winter pulse flows for fry rearing and for steelhead it is sufficient flows to provide over-summer rearing habitat. Several technical documents were consulted in preparing the San Joaquin River east-side tributary stream flow recommendations such as stream flow study reports, limiting factor analyses, restoration management plans, various monitoring reports, smolt vs. flow level study reports, and CDFG’s SJR salmon model (CDFG 2005, 2008b, and 2009). Table 3 shows the biological mechanisms being targeted for each species.
Table 3: Monthly Flow Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Fall-run Chinook</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>AA, UM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>SP, UM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>SP, UM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>FR, UM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>JR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>JR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AA - Adult Attraction  FR - Fry Rearing
UM - Upstream Migration JR - Juvenile Rearing
HO - Holding          SM - Smolt
SP - Spawning         Outmigration

Since restoration for both salmon and steelhead in the SJR primarily hinges on obtaining sufficient magnitude, duration and frequency of spring time flows, flow schedule development begins here. Spring flows in the SJR (at Vernalis) are a combination of flow from the east-side tributaries (Merced, Tuolumne, and Stanislaus Rivers), mainstem SJR flow, and west-side agricultural and storm water run-off. Historically, Vernalis flows of 10,000 cfs or less are primarily comprised of tributary flow. When Vernalis flows are greater than 10,000 cfs, flood control releases from Friant Dam can substantially contribute to flows at Vernalis (CDFG 2005). Fall-run juvenile monitoring has been conducted in the tributaries and in the SJR near Mossdale. The CDFG’s Mossdale trawl survey is the longest running calibrated juvenile monitoring effort in the SJR and has been operated annually since 1988. Mossdale Trawl methodology is documented in Johnson (2005) and represents an index of primarily fall-run juvenile out-migration but, captures of both steelhead and spring-run (based on size charts) have occurred as well. Smolt abundance at Mossdale, by year, is presented in Figure 1. Smolt abundance has ranged from a low of 268,000 in 1990 to 4.3 million in 1989 with an overall average of 1,049,074 per year. Previous empirical data correlations between average spring flow (3/15 to 6/15) and Mossdale smolt production index abundance have shown a fairly strong correlation (Hubbard 2008).
Figure 1: Mossdale Production Trend Years 1988 to 2008.
Note: This figure depicts the Mossdale smolt production trend for years 1988 to 2008 (black dots). The average smolt production for this time period is 1,049,074 (black line). Average spring flow for each year (blue line) indicates smolt production almost always follows the flow level trend (e.g. more flow = more smolts). The 1989 data point is considered

3.1 South Delta Smolt Survival

For about 20 years, experiments have been conducted to determine the relationship between SJR origin smolt survival and both flow (Vernalis) and South Delta exports (combined state and federal). In 2008, the US Fish and Wildlife Service (Newman 2008) authored a report detailing results of many coded wire tag juvenile salmon survival studies. The analysis looked at results of studies conducted with the Head of Old River Barrier both in and out, SJR at Mossdale flows ranging from 1,400 cfs (1990) to 29,350 (2006) cfs, and exports ranging from 805 cfs (1998) to 10,295 cfs (1989). The results of this analysis (covering 22 years and 35 individual study replicates) are (Newman 2008):

(a) The expected probability of surviving to Jersey Point was consistently larger for fish staying in the San Joaquin River (passing Dos Reis) than fish entering Old River, but the magnitude of the difference varied slightly between models;

(b) Thus if the HORB effectively keeps fish from entering Old River, survival of out-migrants should increase;

(c) There was a positive association between flow at Dos Reis and subsequent survival from Dos Reis and Jersey Point, and if data from 2003 and later were eliminated from analysis the strength of the association increased and a positive association between flow in Old River and survival in Old River appeared;

(d) Associations between water export levels and survival probabilities were weak to negligible. Given complexity and number of potential models for the
VAMP data, however, a more thorough model selection procedure using Reversible Jump MCMC is recommended.

In summary, these findings are consistent with CDFG’s findings (CDFG 2005) that increased flow going into the South Delta increases salmon smolt survival and that exports have little influence upon salmon smolt survival. It appears that the HORB-in produces a higher survival rate than the HORB-out condition and is likely due to flow being concentrated into the main river channel rather than being split between two channels (e.g. old and main river). It is interesting to note that using data prior to 2003, there was a positive relationship between old river flow and smolt survival in the old river.

Further indication that the State and Federal exports, though capable of entraining juvenile salmon, are not a substantial source of mortality for out-migrating SJR juvenile salmon is found in the estimated loss of hatchery smolts released at Mossdale as part of the South Delta (i.e., VAMP etc.) smolt survival studies. Figure 2 shows that the median loss of coded wire tagged hatchery origin salmon smolts is less than 1 percent.

**Figure 2: Box Plot for Combined Export Losses for Mossdale CWT Releases**

Note: This figure (box plot) shows the loss to the South Delta State and Federal Project pumps from juvenile (smolt) salmon releases at Mossdale that occurred for South Delta juvenile salmon smolt survival vs. both flow and export evaluations for the last 20 years. The trend is that the less than 1 percent loss (entrainment) occurs by the pumps. HORB refers to the Head of Old River barrier. The box plot shows the maximum, 25 percent quartile, median (50 percent quartile), 75 percent quartile, and minimum loss occurring for all Mossdale releases for each group (HORB-in and HORB-out).
As an alternative to the export mortality hypothesis, the main river has its own potential mortality sink which is the Stockton Deep Water Ship Channel. The National Marine Fisheries Service recently built a computer model that predicts the level of juvenile salmon mortality as a function of ship traffic and ship size (described by propeller size). Model results indicate that ship traffic has the capacity to cause mortality (Jeff Stuart-unpublished data and model). Other sources of juvenile mortality include predation and water quality. In any event, increased flow into the South Delta increases survival by reducing the effects of these various mortality factors.

In 2009, Dr. Alan Hubbard (UC Berkeley) reassessed the South Delta juvenile salmon study data (Newman 2008). Upon re-analysis of the South Delta salmon smolt survival vs. flow level survival relationships, Dr. Alan Hubbard recommended use of a composite smolt survival relationship (CDFG 2009). To understand why Dr. Hubbard arrived at this recommendation it is important to understand some of the nuances in the smolt survival data set. It is clear from the existing data sets that there is no substantive overlap in the HORB-in and HORB-out data sets (range or replicates) therefore, it is not known if the difference in the slope between the two data sets is due to an actual difference in smolt survival as a function of the HORB being in or out, or due to variance within the data sets.

The difference in the slopes of the HORB-in and HORB-out regression lines is not statistically significant inferring that they are not different. Therefore, a composite smolt vs. flow survival relationship was chosen. It is important to note that when using a composite smolt survival (HORB-in and HORB-out) vs. flow rate relationship, the resulting relationship between smolt survival and flow rate is not statistically significant. However, it should also be noted that the trend between smolt survival and flow level indicates that higher flow equates to higher survival. The trend that higher flow equated to higher survival is consistent with other smolt survival vs. flow studies that have been conducted in the SJR tributaries. A diagram of the composite of the South Delta smolt survival vs. flow relationship is provided below in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Composite (HORB-in & out) Delta Smolt Survival Relationship

Note: The composite smolt survival relationship resulting from use of both HORB-in and HORB-out data sets has a minimum survival rate of 10 percent (at flow rates less than 1,580 cfs) and a maximum rate of 56 percent (at flow rates more than 24,950 cfs). The survival rates are combined differential recovery rates using recovery of coded-wire-tagged juvenile salmon at various locations (data from Newman 2008).

3.2 Mossdale Smolt Abundance Linkage to Jersey Point Smolt Production

The picture becomes clearer after more than 20 years of study, that more spring flow from the SJR tributaries results in more juvenile salmon leaving the tributaries, more salmon successfully migrating to the South Delta, and more juvenile salmon surviving through the Delta. To gain a better appreciation for the relationship between Mossdale salmon smolt abundance and Jersey Point abundance, the two were compared by year and Vernalis flow level (Figure 4). As Vernalis flow increases, the estimated smolt abundance also increases. This is intuitive given that the composite South Delta smolt survival relationship described (higher flow = higher survival) above was applied to daily Mossdale smolt out-migration.
Figure 4: Mossdale to Chipps Island Smolt Abundance by Vernalis Flow Level

Note: This figure shows the relationship of smolt abundance (log transformed) at Mossdale to estimated smolt abundance at Chipps Island by average spring (3/15 to 6/15) Vernalis flow level (log transformed). To estimate the number of smolts at Chipps Island the smolt survival vs. flow level relationship developed by Dr. Hubbard was applied on a daily basis to the Mossdale smolt abundance and out-migration pattern. Smolt abundance at Chipps Island (or stated differently smolt survival through the Delta on an annual basis) can change by an order of magnitude pending Vernalis flow rate.

3.3 Jersey Point Juvenile Salmon Abundance Linkage to Adult Salmon Abundance

The importance of smolt abundance out of the east-side SJR tributaries, through Mossdale, to Jersey Point, and returning subsequently as adult is revealed in Figure 5, where recoveries of coded wire tagged juvenile salmon released at Jersey Point is compared to amount of juveniles released. Over the several years, as part of the South Delta juvenile salmon survival studies, juvenile fall-run Chinook salmon (from Merced River Hatchery (MRH) and Feather River Hatchery (FRH) origin) have been released at Jersey Point in varying quantities. Though these releases were primarily designed to assist in determining smolt survival throughout the South Delta (by being the downstream control release group) they also served a secondary purpose which is to determine how the release number affects adult return (or recovery) abundance. Whether viewed from a combined MRH and FRH perspective or singularly (MRH only or FRH only) the relationship between smolt abundance at Jersey Point (Figure 5) and adult returns is substantial and statistically significant (p = .001). These results demonstrate that if substantial smolt abundance to Jersey Point can be achieved then a corresponding increase in adult abundance will occur.
Figure 5: Recovery Abundance of Juvenile Salmon Released at Jersey Point

Note: This figure shows the relationship (log normal transformation) of adult recoveries as function of amount of juvenile salmon released at Jersey Point. Adult returns increase and the number of juveniles increase. The overall adult return rate is approximately 3 percent of the number of juveniles released. There appears to be a stock affect based upon the differences in adult recoveries between Merced River Stock (red dots) and Feather River Stock (blue dots). This stock effect is consistent with Newman (2008). The overall data set (MRH and FRH combined) regression correlation (r-square) is 0.72 (p = .001).

The primary mechanism needed to substantially produce more smolts at Jersey Point is to substantially increase the spring Vernalis flow level (magnitude, duration, and frequency) which will i) produce more smolts leaving the SJR tributaries, and ii) produce more smolts surviving to, and through, the South Delta. The production model is based on (and supported by) the empirical data as follows:

Higher Spring Trib Flow = More Smolts out of Tribs =
More Flow & Smolts to Delta =
More Smolts to Chipps Island =
More Adults Escaping from Ocean =
Progress towards Numeric Doubling Goal Attainment

CDFG used empirical data collected to date built this model (CDFG 2005, 2009, and CDFG et al. 2008b).

The primary goal then is to maximize spring flow in the tributaries to maximize juvenile production, which leads to maximizing future year adult returns. It is noted that poor ocean conditions, while random, rare, and unpredictable (at present) appear to be able to cause stochastic (random) high mortality of juvenile salmon entering the ocean (reference to 2005 event), the overwhelming evidence is that more spring flow results in higher smolt abundance and, higher smolt abundance equates to higher adult production. For reference, using the Tuolumne River as an example, spring flows >2,000 resulted in substantially elevated adult production in 80 percent (four out five) of years. This means that the probability of achieving substantial adult production from elevated spring flows is 0.8 (i.e., very likely). Based upon i) the relationship of spring
flow and Mossdale smolt production, ii) both Mossdale smolt production and Vernalis spring flow level to Jersey Point smolt production, and iii) Jersey Point smolt production and adult production, the goal of doubling Chipps Island smolt production was developed.

3.4 San Joaquin River Modeling Objectives

In 2005, CDFG built a simple linear regression empirical data driven fall-run Chinook salmon production simulation model, Version 1.0 (CDFG 2005). The CDFG model, based upon empirical data trends, contained three parameter predictions i) simulated Mossdale smolt production as a function of previous year fall spawners and current average spring (3/15-6/15) Vernalis flow level (cfs), ii) smolt survival through the South Delta as a function of daily average Vernalis flow level (cfs), and iii) adult escapement as a function of Chipps Island smolt abundance. The model was independently peer reviewed, which resulted in model refinements producing SJR Salmon Model V.1.5 (CDFG 2008). The primary differences between V.1.0 and V.1.5 included i) changing the estimation parameters from linear to non-linear relationships and ii) changing the adult salmon production metric from annual salmon escapement (single year multi-age based inland ocean escapements) to single brood year production salmon escapement cohorts (number of salmon escaping the ocean linked to a specific brood production year).

In 2009, SJR Salmon Model V.1.6 was released with the primary model refinements consisting of i) use of a composite South Delta smolt vs. survival relationship (rather than two separate relationships consisting of HORB-in and HORB-out) and ii) bounded parameter predictions (model estimates limited to the range of the empirical data sets used in the model). Model V.1.6. retains the parameters that allow the number of smolts produced at Chipps Island and number of adults escaping, as function of spring daily Vernalis flow (cfs), to be estimated. The goal for modeling was to:

1. Double juvenile production at Chipps Island; and
2. Identify spring Vernalis flow magnitude, and duration, as a function of water year type (per San Joaquin River hydrologic classification) needed to accomplish Chipps Island juvenile doubling.

Before conducting model scenarios it was important to develop the model representation of historical juvenile salmon production at Mossdale and at Chipps Island. Figure 6 compares Model V.1.6. historical juvenile salmon production at Mossdale with the historical empirically based estimate. The actual historical average (for years 1988 to 2008) is 887,066 whereas, the model generated average historical estimate is 893,379. The year 1989 is excluded in the data set used to derive this average because this year is considered to be an outlier or anomaly. With year 1989 included the actual average is 1,049,074 and the model average is 880,138. Using a geometric mean rather than an arithmetic mean, which reduces the effects of extraordinarily high values upon the mean, for all years the actual mean is 729,035 and the modeled mean is 722,726.
Figure 6: Modeled Mossdale Salmon Production for Years 1988-2008

Note: This figure shows the Mossdale smolt production trend, by year, for both actual historic and modeled historic time period. The historical 1988 to 2008 Mossdale production average (blue line) is 887,086 whereas, the model generated average historical estimate is 893,379 (red line). The average lines are so close to one another in value that they are superimposed. Year 1989 is removed from both actual and modeled historical averages as it is considered an outlier. If 1989 is included the historical average is 1,049,074 and the modeled historical average is 880,138.

3.5 Model scenarios

Various model scenarios were developed and segregated by water year type (per the SJR water year type classification designation)\(^1\). Water year types include Critically Dry, Dry, Below Normal, Above Normal, and Wet. Years 1967 to 2004 were categorized by water year type and baseline salmon production estimates categorized for each year. Year 2004 was chosen as the end year because adult salmon from brood production year 2005 are still contributing to escapement (five year old salmon expected in 2009 fall escapement).

Applying the South Delta smolt survival vs. flow relationship to the daily model generated Mossdale smolt production estimates, the average Chipps Island smolt production estimate for the 1967 through 2004 time period is 78,210. High flow years (’67, ’69, ’78, ’82, ’83, ’86, ’95, and ’98) were not included in the average as, flows in these years are typically unusually high (greater than 15,000 cfs daily average) and were not changed during the course of modeling (with one exception: 1986 where the last half of the spring time period, when flows dropped below 15,000 cfs, flows were increased). Therefore, the Chipps Island smolt doubling goal is 156,420. Model

\(^1\) [http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/iodir/WSIHXIST](http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/iodir/WSIHXIST)
scenarios were developed to evaluate a variety of flow magnitudes and durations with the aim at identifying a combination of flow levels, that varied by water year type, which would achieve the Chipps Island juvenile doubling goal objective. Model scenarios are provided in Table 4.

### Table 4 SJR Salmon Model Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Year Type</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>4450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Dry</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Normal</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Normal</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: In addition to the above scenarios, each water year type included both a base historical model run (using historical flow levels) and a "VAMP-like" model run (where historical model flows were transformed into a 31-day pulse flow during the April 15 to May 15 time period)

### 3.6 Modeling Results

#### 3.6.1 Critically Dry Water Years

Critically dry years included in the modeling scenarios included nine years (‘76, ’77, ’87, ’88, ’89, ’90, ’91, ’92, and ’94). Base (historical) Chipps Island average flow was 52,274 cfs. Modifying the historical spring flows into a VAMP-like pattern (31-day pulse flow during the Apr. 15 to May 15 time period) increased the Chipps Island average slightly to 53,292 (2 percent). Modifying flow magnitude, using VAMP-like flow pattern, flows were increased to 3200, 4450, 5700, and 7000. Chipps Island smolt production increased by 10-15 percent with each increase in flow providing a smolt production increase from 58,045 at 3200 cfs (11 percent increase from the base) to 73,480 at 7,000 cfs (59 percent increase from the base). Modifying flow duration, using an extended VAMP-like flow pattern, from a 31-day pulse to 40, 50 and 60 days resulted in a predicted Chipps Island smolt production increase ranging from 59,592 at 40 days-3200 cfs (14 percent increase above the base) to 105,776 at 60 days-7000 cfs (102 percent increase above the base). Results for all critically dry years are provided in Table 5. A flow rate of 7,000 cfs for 31 days was chosen because this flow magnitude/duration combination i) provides a substantial boost (59 percent) in Chipps Island predicted smolt abundance increase, ii) allows for smolt survival vs. flow level
study test continuity should VAMP studies continue in the future, and iii) the overall water cost is relatively minimal (as compared to other scenarios).

For reference, an example of changing a critically dry year flow pattern from a non-VAMP-like flow pattern to a VAMP-like flow pattern, with predicted Chipps Island smolt production, is provided in Figure 7. The recommended critically dry year flow schedule, with predicted Chipps Island smolt production estimate, is compared to the VAMP-like modified historical flow pattern (for year 1994) (Figure 7).

### Table 5 Critically Dry Year Modeling Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>VAMP-Like</th>
<th>Increase Magnitude (cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (3200 cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (4450 cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (5700 cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (7000 cfs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45 Day</td>
<td>60 Day</td>
<td>75 Day</td>
<td>45 Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Mossdale</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>4450</td>
<td>5700</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add'l Mossdale Juveniles</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>11,520</td>
<td>25,785</td>
<td>41,040</td>
<td>56,300</td>
<td>71,560</td>
<td>86,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Chipps</td>
<td>52,274</td>
<td>60,492</td>
<td>78,710</td>
<td>97,060</td>
<td>115,420</td>
<td>133,780</td>
<td>152,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add'l Chipps Juveniles</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1,018</td>
<td>7,771</td>
<td>13,530</td>
<td>19,290</td>
<td>25,050</td>
<td>30,810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Increase</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Salmon Escaping (Brood Year)</td>
<td>8,748</td>
<td>8,261</td>
<td>9,390</td>
<td>10,520</td>
<td>11,650</td>
<td>12,780</td>
<td>13,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add'l Adult Salmon</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>1,415</td>
<td>2,183</td>
<td>2,951</td>
<td>3,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Increase</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- All data in table represent averages for the water year type expressed in the table title.
- Composite Delta survival relationship used (includes HORB-in and HORB-out smolt survival data).
- Mossdale juvenile smolt estimates considered conservative (more flow from trib Improves smolt production in trib, increases survival out of trib and to Mossdale which produces more smolts to Mossdale and greater smolt survival through Delta.
- Elevated flow scenarios have a pre & post pulse flow ramp

Category Title Definitions:
- Base = Historical flows and model estimated salmon production
- VAMP-Like = Historical flows re-shaped to a VAMP-Like 31 day pulse flow period (typically 4/15-5/15)
- Juvenile Salmon to Mossdale = Model estimated number of juvenile salmon arriving at Mossdale as a function of prior year adult spawners and total current year spring flow at Vernalis.
- Add'l Mossdale Juveniles = Change in estimated number of juvenile salmon arriving at Mossdale
- Juvenile Salmon to Chipps = Estimated number of juvenile salmon surviving to Chipps Island

---

2 Current Vernalis Adaptive Management Program (VAMP) biological study calls for Vernalis spring flow ranges of 3200, 4450, 5700, and 7000 cfs to be tested. The VAMP study is scheduled to discontinue in 2011, but may already be discontinued since funding to provide the water called for was only guaranteed through 2009.
Figure 7 Critically Dry Year Example-Changing Historical Flow to VAMP-like Flow

Notes: This graph compares smolt production using historical spring flow pattern to that using the same spring flow volume occurring historically but re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern. Reshaping the historical hydrograph into a VAMP-like shape does improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island, albeit slightly.

Figure 8 Critically Dry Year Example-Changing VAMP-like Flow to 7,000 Max (31 Days)

Notes: This graph compares smolt production using historical spring flow volume re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern to the scenario where spring flow is raised to 7,000 cfs for 31 days. Increasing the VAMP period flow from about 2,500 cfs (31 day average) to 7,000 cfs is estimated to improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island by about 60 percent and adult escaping salmon production by about 36 percent as compared to the historical base flow condition.
3.6.2 Dry Water Years

Dry years included in the modeled scenarios include seven years (’68, ’72, ’81, ’85, 01, ’02, and ’04). Base (historical) Chipps Island average was 74,319. Modifying the historical spring flows into a VAMP-like pattern (31-day pulse flow during the Apr. 15 to May 15 time period) increased the Chipps Island average slightly to 75,604 (2 percent). Modifying flow magnitude, using a VAMP-like flow pattern, flows were increased to 4450, 5700, 7000, and 8500 cfs. Chipps Island smolt production increased by 15-20 percent with each increase in flow allowing a smolt production increase from 58,045 to 86,302 at 3200 cfs (16 percent increase from the base) to 126,487 at 8500 cfs (70 percent increase from the base). Modifying flow duration, using an extended VAMP-like flow pattern, from a 31-day pulse to 40, 50 and 60 days resulted in a predicted Chipps Island smolt production increase ranging from 89,603 at 40 days-4450 cfs (21 percent increase above the base) to 137,177 at 60 days-8500 cfs (85 percent increase above the base). Results for all dry years are provided in Table 6. A flow rate of 7,000 cfs for 40 days was chosen because this flow level-duration combination provides a substantial boost (60 percent increase) in Chipps Island predicted smolt abundance, ii) allows for smolt survival vs. flow level study test continuity should VAMP studies continue in the future, and iii) the overall water cost is relatively minimal (as compared to other scenarios).

For reference, an example of changing a dry year flow pattern from a non-VAMP-like flow pattern to a VAMP-like flow pattern, with predicted Chipps Island smolt production, is provided in Figure 9. The recommended dry year flow schedule, with predicted Chipps Island smolt production estimate, is compared to the VAMP-like modified historical flow pattern (for year 1985) (Figure10).

Table 6 Model Scenario Results-Dry Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dry Years SJR Salmon Model Run Summary</th>
<th>Includes Water Years: 1967-8; 1971-2; 1980-1; 1984-5; 2000-1; 2001-2; and 2003-4 (7 Years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Mossdale</td>
<td>657,908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Mossdale Juveniles</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Chipps</td>
<td>74,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Chipps Juveniles</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Salmon Escaping (Brood Year)</td>
<td>11,088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Adult Salmon</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Adult Salmon</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: See Table 5 notes for category definitions

3 Current Vernalis Adaptive Management Program (VAMP) biological study calls for Vernalis spring flow ranges of 3200, 4450, 5700, and 7000 cfs to be tested. The VAMP study is scheduled to discontinue in 2011 but, it could already have discontinued because funding to provide the water called for was only guaranteed through 2009.
This graph compares smolt production using historical the spring flow pattern to that using the same spring flow volume occurring historically but re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern. Dry years 2000-01, 2001-2, and 2003-4 since flows in those years were already VAMP-like. Reshaping the historical hydrograph into a VAMP-like shape does improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island, albeit slightly.
Figure 10 Dry Year Example-Changing VAMP-like Flow to 7,000 Max (40 Days)

Notes: This graph compares smolt production using historical spring flow volume re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern to the scenario where spring flow is raised to 7,000 cfs for 40 days. Increasing the VAMP period flow from about 2,000 cfs (31 day average) to 7,000 cfs (40 day average) is estimated to improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island by about 60 percent and adult escaping salmon production by about 36 percent as compared to the historical base flow condition.

3.6.3 Below Normal Water Years

Below normal years included in the modeled scenarios were 1971 and 2003. Base (historical) Chipps Island average was 74,703. Modifying the historical spring flows into a VAMP-like pattern (31-day pulse flow during the Apr. 15 to May 15 time period) increased the Chipps Island average slightly to 76,459 (2 percent). Modifying flow magnitude, using VAMP-like flow pattern (31-days), flows were increased to 8000, 8500, 9000, and 10,000 cfs. Chipps Island smolt production increased ranging from 55 percent (8,000 cfs) to 84 percent (10,000 cfs) as compared to the base. Modifying flow duration, using an extended VAMP-like flow pattern, from a 31-day pulse to 40, 50 and 60 days resulted in a predicted Chipps Island smolt production increase ranging from 128,966 at 40 days-8,000 cfs (73 percent increase above the base) to 203,723 at 60 days-10,000 cfs (173 percent increase above the base). Results for all below normal years are provided in Table 7. A flow rate of 8,500 for 50 days was chosen because this flow level-duration combination i) provides a substantial boost (106 percent) in Chipps Island predicted smolt abundance increase, and ii) the overall water cost is relatively minimal (as compared to other scenarios).

For reference, an example of changing a below normal year flow pattern from a non-VAMP-like flow pattern to a VAMP-like flow pattern, with
predicted Chipps Island smolt production, is provided in Figure 11. The recommended below normal year flow schedule, with predicted Chipps Island smolt production estimate, is compared to the VAMP-like modified historical flow pattern (for year 1971) (Figure 12).

Table 7 Model Scenario Results-Below Normal Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>VAMP Like</th>
<th>Increase/Magnitude (cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (0000 cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (000 cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (000 cfs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Mossdale</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>95,754</td>
<td>107,180</td>
<td>119,604</td>
<td>140,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Mossdale Juveniles</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>115,451</td>
<td>125,880</td>
<td>136,314</td>
<td>146,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Chipps</td>
<td>74,703</td>
<td>74,703</td>
<td>10,703</td>
<td>115,451</td>
<td>125,880</td>
<td>136,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Chipps Juveniles</td>
<td>1,756</td>
<td>1,756</td>
<td>40,749</td>
<td>45,837</td>
<td>51,156</td>
<td>56,474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Increase</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Salmon Escaping (Brood Year)</td>
<td>11,161</td>
<td>11,161</td>
<td>14,666</td>
<td>15,273</td>
<td>15,787</td>
<td>16,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult A &amp; L Salmon</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>3,666</td>
<td>4,111</td>
<td>4,566</td>
<td>5,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Increase</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: See Table 5 notes for category definitions

Figure 11 Below Normal Year Example-Changing Historical Flow to VAMP-like Flow

Notes: This graph compares smolt production using historical spring flow pattern to that using the same spring flow volume occurring historically but re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern. Dry year 2002-3 not chosen because flows already VAMP-like. Reshaping the historical hydrograph into a VAMP-like shape does improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island albeit slightly (2 percent).
Figure 12 Below Normal Year Example-Changing VAMP-like Flow to 8,500 Max (50 Days)

Notes: This graph compares smolt production using historical spring flow volume re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern to the scenario where spring flow volume is raised to 8,500 cfs for 50 days. Increasing the VAMP period flow from about 3,000 cfs (31 day average) to 8,500 cfs (50 day average) is estimated to improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island by about 106 percent and adult escaping salmon production by about 60 percent as compared to the historical base flow condition.

3.6.4 Above Normal Water Years

The modeled above normal years included six years ('70, '73, '79, '84, '99, and '00). Base (historical) Chipps Island average was 89,610. Modifying the historical spring flows into a VAMP-like pattern (31-day pulse flow during the Apr. 15 to May 15 time period) increased the Chipps Island average slightly to 97,606 (9 percent). Modifying flow magnitude, using VAMP-like flow pattern, flows were increased to 10000, 11000, and 12000 cfs. Chipps Island smolt production increases ranged from 40 percent (10,000 cfs) to 62 percent (12,000 cfs) as compared to the base. Modifying flow duration, using an extended VAMP-like flow pattern, from a 31-day pulse to 40, 50 and 60 days resulted in a predicted Chipps Island smolt production increase ranging from 59,592 to 141,784 at 40 days-10,000 cfs (58 percent increase above the base) to 232,370 at 60 days-12,000 cfs (159 percent increase above the base). Results for all above normal years are provided in Table 8. A flow rate of 10,000 for 60 days was chosen because this flow level-duration combination i) provides a substantial boost (102 percent) in Chipps Island predicted smolt abundance increase, and ii) the overall water cost is relatively minimal (as compared to other scenarios).

For reference, an example of changing an above normal year flow pattern from a non-VAMP-like flow pattern to a VAMP-like flow pattern, with
predicted Chipps Island smolt production, is provided in Figure 13. The recommended above normal year flow schedule, with predicted Chipps Island smolt production estimate, is compared to the VAMP-like modified historical flow pattern (for year 2000) (Figure 14).

Table 8 Model Scenario Results-Above Normal Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>VAMP-Like</th>
<th>Increase Magnitude</th>
<th>Duration (10000 cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (11000 cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (12000 cfs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Mossdale</td>
<td>726,557</td>
<td>726,557</td>
<td>797,207</td>
<td>816,075</td>
<td>841,337</td>
<td>833,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add'l Mossdale Juveniles</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>71,050</td>
<td>114,700</td>
<td>137,301</td>
<td>159,455</td>
<td>233,057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Chipps</td>
<td>44,636</td>
<td>97,933</td>
<td>135,365</td>
<td>145,493</td>
<td>141,736</td>
<td>158,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add'l Chipps Juveniles</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>7,996</td>
<td>35,633</td>
<td>45,338</td>
<td>52,174</td>
<td>74,501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Increase</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Salmon Escaping (Brood Year)</td>
<td>12,507</td>
<td>13,247</td>
<td>15,596</td>
<td>16,370</td>
<td>17,141</td>
<td>19,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add'l Adult Salmon</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>3,008</td>
<td>3,863</td>
<td>4,675</td>
<td>5,492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Increase</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: See Table 5 notes for category definitions

Figure 13 Above Normal Year Example-Changing Historical Flow to VAMP-like Flow
Notes: This graph compares smolt production using historical spring flow pattern to that using the same spring flow volume occurring historically but re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern. Reshaping the historical hydrograph into a VAMP-like shape does improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island albeit slightly.
Figure 14 Above Normal Year Example-Changing VAMP-like Flow to 10,000 Max (60 Days)
Notes: This graph compares smolt production using historical spring flow volume re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern to the scenario where spring flow volume is raised to 10,000 cfs for 60 days. Increasing the VAMP period flow from about 7,000 cfs (31 day average) to 10,000 cfs (60 day average) is estimated to improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island by about 102 percent and adult escaping salmon production by about 58 percent as compared to the historical base flow condition.

3.6.5 Wet Years
There are 14 wet years included in the modeling scenarios between the 1967 to 2004 time period ('67, '69, '74, '75, '78, '80, '82, '83, '86, '93, '95, '96, '97, and '98). However, only six wet years have been included in model scenarios ('74, '75, '80, '93, '96, and '97). The reason for this is that in the other wet years the average daily spring pulse flow was typically greater than 15,000 cfs and in some cases was more than 25,000 cfs. Figure 6.7-9 shows the historical (base case) average spring flow level for each wet water year type along with Chipps Island smolt production. It was determined that flows in the wettest of the wet years, where flood control releases were occurring, would not have flow levels reduced. Therefore only those wet years where daily average spring flows were less than 15,000 cfs were chosen for use in modeling scenarios.

By graphing modeled historical Chipps Island smolt production for all wet years an interesting discovery was found. There is a sigmoidal relationship between Chipps Island smolt production and average spring Vernalis flow level. The center of the flow range (approximately 16,000 cfs), which includes 4 years ('67, '78, 82, and '86), while having similar flow levels, produces substantially different Chipps Island smolt production estimates (Figure 15). The reason for this is believed to be the combination of magnitude and flow duration occurring during the time when most smolts are out-migrating. Year 1982 had the highest peak,
and longest elevated duration, flow occurring over the largest portion of smolt out-migration than the other years.

Continuing with wet year model results, the base (historical) Chipps Island average was 111,421. Modifying the historical spring flows into a VAMP-like pattern (31-day pulse flow during the Apr. 15 to May 15 time period) increased the Chipps Island average slightly to 125,507 (13 percent). Modifying flow magnitude, using VAMP-like flow pattern, flows were increased to 15000, 20000, and 25000 cfs. Chipps Island smolt production increases ranged from 61 percent (15,000 cfs) to 214 percent (25,000 cfs) as compared to the base. Modifying flow duration, using an extended VAMP-like flow pattern, from a 31-day pulse to 50, 60 and 70 days resulted in a predicted Chipps Island smolt production increase ranging from 198,658 at 50 days-15,000 cfs (78 percent increase above the base) to 601,174 at 70 days-20,000 cfs (440 percent increase above the base). Results for all wet water years are provided in Table 9. A flow rate of 15,000 cfs for 70 days was chosen because this flow level-duration combination i) provides a substantial boost (191 percent) in Chipps Island predicted smolt abundance increase, and ii) the overall water cost is relatively minimal (as compared to other scenarios). Figure 15 shows that wet years ’74, ’75, ’80, ’93, ’96, and ’97 have very low (as compared to other wet years) Chipps Island smolt production estimates for historical flow conditions. This is likely due to the fact that these wet years have “drier year like” spring flow levels (e.g. even though a wet year occurred, flows more consistent with drier water year types occurred).

For reference, an example of changing a wet year flow pattern from a non-VAMP-like flow pattern to a VAMP-like flow pattern, with predicted Chipps Island smolt production, is provided in Figure 16. The recommended wet year flow schedule, with predicted Chipps Island smolt production estimate, is compared to the VAMP-like modified historical flow pattern (for year 1997)(Figure 17).
Figure 15 Wet Year Model Estimated Smolt Production at Chipps Island

Note: There is a very large discrepancy in the amount of estimated smolt production at Chipps Island for wet water year types. This is due to the very large difference in average spring flow levels occurring during wet years. For example, in 1996 (a wet year with low smolt production) the average spring flow (3/15-6/15) was about 8,500 cfs; whereas, in 1998 (a wet year with high smolt production) the average spring flow (3/15-6/15) was about 19,000 cfs. For years 1967, 1978, 1982, and 1986, all had average spring (3/15-6/15) flow levels of about 16,000 cfs. However, smolt production was not estimated to be consistent across these years. This is believed due to the difference in historical flow patterns which are presented in Figure 6.7-10 below. Also noted is that the model limits survival to the highest empirical flow range evaluated (25,000 cfs) therefore, it is believed that smolt production in 1983 was actually much higher than that estimated by the model.
Historical Wet Year Hydrograph Comparisons
For Years with Similar Average Spring Flow Levels

Note: Best Year (1982) has higher peak and longer duration
during time when greatest fraction of smolts are outmigrating

Figure 16 Historic Spring Wet Year Flow Patterns for Years with
Similar Average Spring Flow Level

Note: Though the historical spring (3/15-6/15) hydrograph for the four wet years depicted (1967, 1978, 1982,
and 1986) all have similar averages for the spring period (16,000 cfs), wet year 1982 is estimated to have
produced a substantially greater number of smolts at Chipps Island than the other years. The reason for this
difference in smolt production is believed to be caused by a much greater peak flow and longer duration
allowing for greater smolt survival to occur when a greater fraction of smolts were out-migrating than that which
occurred in other similar average spring flow wet years (1967, 1978, and 1986).

Table 9 Model Scenario Results-Wet Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>VAMP-Like Increase Magnitude (cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (12500 cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (15000 cfs)</th>
<th>Duration (20000 cfs)</th>
<th>Percent Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Mossdale</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Salmon Escaping (Brood Year)</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Salmon to Chipps</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Salmon Escaping (Brood Year)</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: See Table 5 notes for category definitions
This table only includes those wet years from 1967 through 2004 that had a daily average spring flow levels
(3/15 to 6/15) less than 15,000 cfs.
Figure 17 Wet Year Example-Changing Historical Flow to VAMP-like Flow

Notes: This graph compares smolt production using historical spring flow pattern to that using the same spring flow volume occurring historically but re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern. Reshaping the historical hydrograph into a VAMP-like shape does improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island albeit slightly.

Figure 18 Wet Year Example-Changing VAMP-like Flow to 15,000 Max (70 Days)

Notes: This graph compares smolt production using historical spring flow volume re-shaped to a VAMP-like flow pattern to the scenario where spring flow volume is raised to 15,000 cfs for 70 days. Increasing the VAMP period flow from about 8,000 cfs (31 day average) to 15,000 cfs (70 day average) is estimated to improve smolt survival (production) to Chipps Island by about 191 percent and adult escaping salmon production by about 104 percent as compared to the historical base flow condition.
3.7 Flows Needed at Vernalis to Improve Smolt Production at Chipps Island

Based on the modeling results, flows needed for the SJR at Vernalis are provided in Table 10 and depicted in Figure 19. The predicted Chipps Island smolt production from this flow schedule (Figure 20) accomplishes the doubling objective (e.g. Chipps Island smolt production is increased two-fold from 78,210 to more than 156,420).

Table 10 South Delta (Vernalis) Flows Needed to Double Smolt Production at Chipps Island (by Water Year Type)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Year Type</th>
<th>Flow Type</th>
<th>Critical</th>
<th>Dry</th>
<th>Below Normal</th>
<th>Above Normal</th>
<th>Wet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base (cfs)</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>2,125</td>
<td>2,258</td>
<td>4,339</td>
<td>6,315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pulse (cfs)</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td>4,875</td>
<td>6,242</td>
<td>5,661</td>
<td>8,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pulse Duration</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Flow (cfs)</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acre-Feet Total</td>
<td>614,885</td>
<td>778,772</td>
<td>1,035,573</td>
<td>1,474,111</td>
<td>2,370,768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19 South Delta (Vernalis) Flows Needed to Improve Smolt Production at Chipps Island (by Water Year Type)
Figure 20 Modeled Chipps Island Salmon Production for Years 1988-2004.

Note: This figure shows the model predicted Chipps Island smolt production for the base (historical-blue diamonds) and recommended Vernalis flow standards (red circles). Smolt production is doubled at the recommended flow levels. The average for both data sets excludes the extremely wet years (and corresponding high smolt production) as these years (1995 and 1998) inflate the average (in both cases), and the spring flows were not changed in the scenarios evaluated.

The smolt production model determined flows to achieve smolt production doubling for the various water-year types for the San Joaquin River near Vernalis. The time period for the modeled flows spans 93 days from March 15 through June 15 for each water-year type, the time period determined from smolt out-migration monitoring that should provide sufficient flows necessary to cover all but the small percentage of unusually early or late migrants. The following tables show the magnitude and duration for the base- and pulse-flow smolt out-migration periods for each of the San Joaquin Valley water-year indices in cfs.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the empirical information that has been gathered over the last 20 years indicates that improving stream flow in the spring time period in the SJR east-side tributaries, resulting in increased SJR flows at Vernalis, is necessary to accomplish the State and Federal salmon doubling goal by doubling juvenile (smolt) abundance at Chipps Island. The flows identified to double smolt production (Table 10) are based upon empirical information generated from SJR basin studies. Alternate flows for different year types, flow magnitude, duration, and timing are presented in tables 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.
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